
 

COPY TRADING AGREEMENT 
 
This Agreement sets out the specific terms that will apply to you when using the copy trading 

functionality on the Aron Groups Broker platform. The terms in this Agreement apply to you in 

addition to the General Terms and Conditions, which apply to all of our services and not just to copy 

trading. If a term of this Agreement conflicts with or differs from a term in the General Terms and 

Conditions, this Agreement will apply.  

 

Aron Groups Broker Copy trading (hereinafter—‘Service’) is a service that allows traders 

(hereinafter—‘Investors) to copy trades from other traders (hereinafter—‘Master Traders’), 

and can be activated by selecting ‘Start Copying’.  

 

1. What is copy trading  
 When using the copy trading services, you are agreeing to use our services.  

 The Aron Groups Brokers platform provides you with the ability to interact, follow and copy 

other traders, by using the information. 

 Copy trading is a trading functionality which allows you to copy the account of other traders. 

You do this by copying a specific Aron Groups Broker trader account. By placing a copy 

order, you authorize us to automatically recreate this account for you in your account without 

any prior consultation, consent, or approval. For example, we may start copy trading, stop 

copy trading and/or pause the copying of the copied trader, account, set limits to any position 

etc.   

 

2. The Investor is entitled to do the following: 
 Copy any number of Master Traders (the Copier Area lists all current subscriptions) 

 Close any copied trade manually at any time. 

 Unsubscribe from the Master Trader and stop copying the Master’s trades. To unsubscribe, 

the Investor needs to have all the trades closed. Upon un-subscription, all funds invested with 

the Master trader and the profit return to the investor’s account. 

 Set the size of copy proportion for every Master Trader. 

 Add support funds to protect the investment from unexpected market movements. These funds 

are used to support Investor's trading strategy when the market fluctuates and do not influence 

the profit directly. 

 Investor can control and adjust default values of copy trading features 

 Once Subscribed to Master Trader/s, the trades will be copied to the Investor’s account 

regardless of whether the owner of the account is signed in or not. 

 The available funds in the Investor’s account are accessible to the investor and the investor 

has full control of the funds. 

 Investor agrees to pay commission to the Master Trader. The amount is indicated in the 

Strategy description and is determined by the Master Trader after the Strategy is created. 

 

3. The Company is entitled to do the following: 

 Restrict the number of Master Accounts the Masters may create at any time without prior 

notification at its sole discretion 

 Unsubscribe the Investor from the Master without prior notification. 

 Reduce the commission set by the Master Trader and limit its maximum value for all her 

or his Master Accounts without prior notification or providing any explanation. 



 

 Amend these Terms and Conditions at any time without prior notice to the Investor or 

Master Trader. Such amendments take effect the moment they are published on the 

Service site in these Terms and Conditions. 

 Monitor the Master Trader's activity on the platform, mark the Master Trader's account 

with the ‘Suspicious activity’ warning if the Master Trader manipulates their statistics, 

and exclude such account from the Master Rating filtered by default. 

 Amend or delete the Master's nickname and (or) user picture without prior notice if the 

Service reasonably suspects that such Master deliberately copies or imitates others 

Master’s nickname and (or) picture which may lead to dishonest representation of the 

Master. 

 We do not provide personalized investment recommendations, investment advice, tax 

related advice or other financial related advice of any kind. Any explanation or 

information which we give to you as part of a copy trading service, or about the 

performance of the copy trading is not intended to be and should not be considered as 

Financial advice. This information is provided by us solely for informational purposes. 

 Aron Groups Broker will take reasonable steps to monitor the performance of any Master 

Trader activity to ensure fairness of service. We reserve the right to pause, stop, or block 

any Trader from being copied under the Aron Groups Broker Copy Trader functionality. 

 

4. Master Traders are entitled to: 

 The Master determines the commission amount for copying orders. The commission can 

range from 10% to 40% of the Copier’s gain. 

 Commission amounts for the IB. The Master can also be an IB for the Copier. In this case, 

they will receive both the IB commission and the commission for copying. 

 The calculation of a Master Trader’s fee is based on the high-water mark principle. It 

means that the fee is paid by the Investor only if his profit constantly grows and exceeds 

the previous high-water mark. If the Trader’s Strategy is unprofitable at the end of a 

particular reporting trading period, the Investor won’t pay. 

 Master Trader may decide for fee settlement on Weekly or Monthly basis for each 

strategy. 

 Master Trader must monitor the volume of open positions in the Strategy and adjust it if 

necessary. 

 Master Trader are not entitled to transfer passwords from the trading platform and 

Personal account area to third parties and undertake to ensure their safety and security. 

The Company shall not bear responsibility for the unauthorized use of registration data by 

third parties. 

 

5. Trades terms and conditions: 

 The Investor's order is executed following the order (Buy or Sell) made in the Master's 

account.  When the Master Trader places an order, the signal for opening an order trigger 

in the Investor's account. The Copier's order is executed at the market's price. The same 

mechanism triggers the order closing. Therefore, the execution prices of these orders may 

differ which depends on market price and liquidity providers. Additionally, the number of 

the Investors following this Master Trader can affect the execution time. 

 The minimum volume of the copied trade is 0.01 lot, the maximum volume of a copied 

trade is 100 lots. If any volume for investor is below or higher than limit range, the trade 

will not be executed. 

 If the Master Trader changes equity (by making a deposit or withdrawal) or leverage, all 

the copied trades maintain their initial volume on the Investor’s account. 

 The trading condition of copy trade account (Leverage, Commission, Spread, Swap) may 

vary from other accounts. Additional fees are applied for using this service. 



 

 

6. Risk Warnings 

Clients should understand that copy trading is highly speculative and that you could sustain 

significant losses exceeding the amount used to copy a trader or traders as a result of the 

following: 

 It will involve automated trading execution whereby trades are opened and closed in your 

account without your manual intervention. 

 If you manually modify or close an order generated by the copy trading service, you may 

achieve a materially different result than the trader that you copied. 

 If you are copying all trades which are currently open, we will open your position at the 

market price via liquidity providers at the time of copying and not the price at the time 

which the trade being copied was originally opened. 

 Following/copying the trading decisions of inexperienced and/or unprofessional traders. 

 Following/copying traders whose ultimate purpose or intention, or financial status may 

differ from yours 

 We are unable to provide any guarantee as to the performance of any particular 

investment product, symbol, instrument or account. 

 Past performance, risk scores, statistics and any other information with respect to Copy 

Trading Services are not reliable indicators of future performance. We do not represent or 

guarantee that you will achieve profits or losses. 

 The company is not liable for any Software failure, systems or communications errors, 

bugs or viruses relating to the Services and/ or your account. 

 


